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Instructions for Peer Review Workflow – Small Journal 
 
Author submits ms to Editorial office by post or email, or via the online system  
An acknowledgement letter should be sent to the author, to confirm the receipt of the manuscript.  

 
Chief Editor’s first review 
The manuscript is checked to see if it meets the scope of the Journal and its formal requirements. If 

incorrect or unsuitable, the author should be informed and the manuscript filed (or returned if 
requested) – direct rejection. 

 
Ms rejected 
Manuscripts that are not suitable for publication in the Journal are rejected. Rejection letter is sent 

to the author stating the reason for rejection. Ms is filed. 
 

Ms accepted for review 
If the manuscript conforms to the aims and scope of the Journal, and formally abides by the 
Instructions to Authors it is sent out for review. Depending on the type of paper, it could be accepted 

immediately for publication (invited Editorial, Book review etc) by the Chief Editor. 
  
Ms checked  

Check that the manuscript has been written and styled in accordance with the Journal style; that it 
carries an abstract (if applicable), keywords, correct reference system etc and check that the correct 

blinding system has been used; single, double, open. If anything is missing ask author to complete 
before the manuscript is sent out for review 
 

Chief Editor assigns Reviewers 
The manuscript is sent out for review, usually to at least two independent reviewers. Sometimes the 
authors are requested to suggest reviewers themselves.  

 
Reviewer 

The reviewer reads and evaluates the manuscript and eventually sends a review report to the Chief 
Editor. The time for review can be set to 2-6 weeks depending on the discipline (more time is usually 
given to papers in the humanities and social sciences). Make sure to provide the reviewer with clear 

instructions for the work, e.g. outlined in the form of a Review report or a number of questions to be 
considered.  
 

Chief Editor’s decision 
Based on the reviewers’ comments the Chief Editor makes a decision to:  

 Accept the manuscript without further revision  

 Accept after revision  

 Ask authors to resubmit  

 Reject 
 
Chief Editor accepts the paper without further revision  

An acceptance letter is sent to the author and the final manuscript is forwarded to production.  
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Chief Editor accepts after revision  
The authors are requested to revise in accordance with reviewers’ comments and submit and 

updated version or their manuscript to the Chief Editor. The time for review can be set to 2-8 weeks 
depending on the discipline and type of additional data, information or argument required.  

 
Resubmission 
The authors are requested to make substantial revisions to their manuscript and resubmit for a new 

evaluation. Back to Submission! 
 
Chief Editor rejects 

A rejection letter is sent to the author and the manuscript is archived. Reviewers might be informed 
about the decision.  

 


